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The program of the International Scientific Conference includes all aspects of the impact of catastrophic phenomena on the environment as well as on economic sectors. Scientific conference on «EFFECTS OF NATURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS ON ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMY» is devoted to all experts in the field of environmental protection: researchers, meteorologists, economists, physicists, chemists, technologists, engineers, lawyers, sociologists, teachers, inspectors and many others who deal with the problems of protecting the environment and the economic sectors from climate change and frequentative catastrophic phenomena.

THEMES OF DISCUSSION

1. Increase of the frequency of natural disasters in the world
2. The impact of climate change on the frequency of natural disasters in the world
3. Rehabilitation of the consequences of catastrophic floods in 2014 in the countries of the Western Balkans
4. The role of digital economy in protecting the environment and ecosystem from natural disasters
5. The connection between natural and technological (Natech) disasters
6. Monitoring of the state of the environment for the purpose of early warning of the population about catastrophic events.
7. Development of innovative activities for the protection of the environment from catastrophic events
8. The importance of technological innovations in the development of "Smart Cities"
9. The significance of The Internet of Things (IoT) for timely informing the population about natural disasters and protection measures.
10. Use of innovative digital technologies for the purpose of monitoring the environment
11. Ensuring the safety and sustainability of the environment in cities and settlements
12. The role of the digital economy in the struggle against climate change and its consequences
13. The impact of catastrophic phenomena on industry and agriculture
14. European Union Directives on environmental liability with regard to the prevention and remediing of environmental damage
15. Environmental and economics legislation of the Republic against natural disasters
16. Social aspects of emergencies

IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DATES

Papers may be presented in Serbian or English language. Receipt of abstracts in Serbian and English with keywords (one-page A4 format, font size 12pt) by March 15, 2019, at ecologica.drustvo@gmail.com. Abstracts will be published in the Proceedings of Abstracts. Final papers, after having been successfully peer-reviewed, will be published in the journal “ECOLOGICA” (M51).
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Name and surname: ____________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________

Phone: ___________________ Fax: ________________________

E-mail: ________________________________________________

I will present the paper at the Conference: YES NO

Title of the paper: ________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

The paper deals with the theme no: __________

(write the corresponding number)

Date: ___________________ Signature: ___________________